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This past summer’s Fourth of July fireworks were more spectacular than usual. My four-year-old
daughter was seeing them for the first time in her life, and I was blown away by her reaction.
She was laughing, yelling out joyously at each new decoration in the sky, and even shaking in her
chair. Witnessing her remarkable response allowed me to view that moment through her young
eyes — to turn something ordinary into something extraordinary.
We sometimes have special moments in life that are so profound we don’t even know how to
describe them. Maybe you just spotted a rainbow, watched a video about our expansive universe,
or witnessed the birth of your child. The emotion you feel is hard to grasp — an overwhelming mix
of wonder, joy, and sometimes even fear.
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These moments are so exhilarating that we get goosebumps on our arms, feel tingling up and down
our spine, tears flood our eyes, and our jaw drops.
This is called awe. Awe is an emotion that has a powerful e ect on our body and mind. It’s a
feeling very hard to put into words. David Delgado, a visual strategist at NASA’s Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) and co-founder of the Museum of Awe who spoke at the Greater Good Science
Center’s recent Art and Science of Awe conference, describes awe as an instant when you can’t
quite grasp something. “It feels like magic, amazement, mystery, reverence. It’s the moment when
we realize it’s a gi and privilege to be alive.”

How we feel awe
Awe has been addressed throughout history by the amazing works of great writers and scientists
like Charles Darwin, Albert Einstein, and John Muir. However, researchers have only recently begun
to study how awe impacts our well-being.
In a key 2003 paper, “Approaching Awe, A Moral, Spiritual And Aesthetic Emotion,” psychologists
Dacher Keltner of University of California, Berkeley (now the director of the Greater Good Science
Center) and Jonathan Haidt of New York University presented how awe works and the e ects it has
on us. They found that awe consists of two core qualities:
1. Perceived vastness — something we think to be greater than ourselves in number, scope, or
complexity,
2. It challenges or alters our understanding of the world.
Awe allows us to transcend the ordinary, tests our concept of time and scale, gives us the sense of
being small in a grand universe, and helps us to truly be in the moment.
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Awe can be triggered by di erent things for di erent people. It can result from profound beauty;
spending time in nature; feeling connected to others; remarkable human accomplishments;
scientific discoveries; or great works of architecture, art, and music. According to award-winning
cinematographer Louie Schwartzberg who created the Gratitude Revealed film series, “It doesn’t
matter what pathway it takes, or what your belief system is, or what the story is. We just want to feel
it. What is important is…to be moved.”

How awe transforms us
On average, we feel awe only about two-and-a-half times per week, Dacher Keltner explains. As our
culture becomes more self-focused and over-worked, awe provides an amazing tool to instill a
deeper sense of worldliness, kindness, and peace in our children. Recent research shows that awe
can make us happier and healthier in a number of significant ways.
1 | Broadens social connection

Awe changes our perspective of the world. We feel smaller and as though we are in the presence of
something greater than ourselves. A study at the University of California, Berkeley concluded that
awe makes us lose our awareness of “self” and feel more connected to the world around us. This
helps get rid of dangerous “us versus them” thinking. Additionally, when we witness a remarkable
moment, we want to share it with other people, causing us to bond with family, friends, and even
strangers.
2 | Stimulates curiosity
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When we observe something awesome — like images of Earth from space, a fascinating science
experiment, or a talented athlete — we want to learn more about how it’s all possible. Curiosity is
so critical to children’s growth and success. Even though their constant questions may be trying at
times, it is ultimately what we want them to do so they’re always craving new knowledge. What’s
even more incredible is that people who are curious tend to get along better with others.
3 | Expands creativity

Awe inspires us to be more creative because we begin to view the world in a broader sense. This
expansive thinking helps us consider new perspectives and see beyond our present situation. In a
2012 study from Tel Aviv University, one group of children was asked to look at a series of photos,
starting with basic everyday objects and then shi ing to vast or faraway things like the Milky Way
galaxy. The other group was shown the same images but in the opposite order. The children who
saw the objects from small to expansive performed significantly better on creativity tests.
4 | Leads to kindness and generosity

Paul Pi , assistant professor of psychology and social behavior at University of California, Irvine,
has found that “awe boosts a person’s generosity, willingness to help others, willingness to behave
in ethical ways, to take on needs of others, and de-prioritize their own needs. Awe connects us to
things larger than ourselves and motivates us to care for others and the collective good.”
His experiments prove that when people experience a moment of awe, they tend to be more
generous. He had participants first either look up into tall, beautiful trees or at a large building. They
then came across a person who needed assistance. Those in the tree group were more apt to help
to the person in need.
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5 | Changes our perception of time

In our hectic 24/7 lifestyle, don’t you wish we had more time? Awe has been shown to give us the
illusion that we do have more time and no longer need to rush. A 2012 Stanford University study
published by Psychological Science found that participants who watched awe-inspiring videos
featuring whales, waterfalls, and other nature scenes were more likely to report feeling like they had
more time.
6 | Guides us to

nd our purpose in life

Positive psychology researchers have discovered that people who have a clear purpose in life
experience less pain and anxiety and are less depressed. By being connected to something larger
than ourselves through awe, we are more likely to be inspired and motivated to face new
challenges and reach our goals. Research shows that children who grow up with a sense of purpose
are typically happier, have a more successful career, and have stronger relationships later in life.
7 | Makes us grateful

Awe gives us a sense of hope and the ability to see the bigger picture. It teaches us that there might
be something magical in everyday life that we can be grateful for. Louie Schwartzberg says that,
“Awe inspires us to open our hearts and minds to engender gratitude.”
8 | Improves our immune system

Researchers at Berkeley have discovered that awe reduces the level of pro-inflammatory proteins
(called cytokines) that cause our immune system to work harder. This is important because high
levels of cytokines cause illness. “That awe, wonder, and beauty promote healthier levels of
cytokines suggests that the things we do to experience these emotions…has a direct influence
upon health and life expectancy,” suggested Dacher Keltner, co-author of the study.
9 | Reduces anxiety and depression

Feelings of awe boost our mood. Our nervous system reacts in the opposite way to awe than
anxiety. Instead of the “fight or flight” response kicking in, awe keeps us still and relaxed, benefiting
both our body and mind. Additionally, elevated cytokines have been linked to depression. As
discussed earlier, awe reduces these cytokine proteins, therefore reducing depression.
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Ways to help our children experience awe
The world o ers so many opportunities for us to feel awe, but how can we capture these moments
for our children? The key is to seek out experiences that 1) involve a sense of vastness and 2) alter
their perspective.
Fortunately, children are born with a sense of wonder and amazement. “They are naturally curious
and interested, with a great imagination and a special ability to see beauty and good all around
them,” explains Dr. Brenda Abbey, educational consultant and director of Childcare by Design in
Australia.
However, children need direction from their parents who can share these moments with them. “We
need to model, identify, respond to, preserve, nourish, enrich, and sustain these special moments
in our lives.”
By visiting, recording, viewing, and listening, our children will be exposed to many potential aweinspiring moments. To make the most out of these experiences, take the time to ask your children
how these encounters make them feel. Reflection reinforces the positive energy and encourages
curiosity.
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Andy Tix, professor at Normandale Community College in Minnesota who writes about awe on his
blog Reflections on Mystery and Awe, notes that “awe seems more likely to thrive in an environment
of inquisitiveness and questioning.” So ask lots of questions and allow your children to do the
same.
1 | Visit

In order for children to truly understand awe, they need to experience it. Andy Tix believes that
travel provides endless opportunities for awe because we are exposed to stimuli that are out of our
typical routine. He suggests families take “awecations,” instead of just vacations, to places that can
inspire awe. If you can’t get away, look for local spots to explore. Remember to consider your child’s
age, interest, and attention span when you choose where to take them.
We can find awe just about anywhere. Here are a few ideas for your next awe adventure:
Nature: zoos, mountains, forests, hiking trails, beaches, waterfalls, clear starry nights, sunsets,
sunrises, botanical gardens, canyons, caves
Urban: historical monuments, skyscrapers, subway systems, large sports stadiums
Indoor: libraries; art, science, and history museums; cathedrals; concerts; musicals and other
performances; planetariums; aquariums
2 | Record

Writing: Developing an awe narrative is an e ective way for children to capture an awe-inspiring
moment. Julie Mann, high school teacher in Queens, New York who also spoke at The Art and
Science Of Awe conference, added journal writing to her curriculum as a way for students to reflect
about awe for time, space, amazing events, and people who impact their lives.
Artwork: Ask your children to create their own masterpiece to reflect something that brought them
awe. Tap into their talents using drawing, photography, painting, sculpture, or collage.
3 | View

Media: If you are unable to visit a place in person, the next best thing is to observe it using various
media tools such as videos, photographs, slideshows, and even 3D or 4D movies at an IMAX theater.
Images of nature’s beauty, such as sunrises, sunsets, weather events, and rainbows, tend to easily
evoke feelings of awe. Check out these nature documentaries, Jason Silva’s Shots of Awe, and Louie
Schwartzberg’s Gratitude Revealed.
Science experiments: Observing the incredible way science works can be quite powerful for a
young child and pique their interest to learn more.
4 | Listen

Stories: Read awe-inspiring books, poetry, and short stories to your children, such as biographies
about great heroes and descriptions of nature, scientific discoveries, great places, and historical
events.
Music: Listen to touching music or play your own. From piano ballads of the great composers to
rap songs about changing the world, your child will discover what moves them.
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Awe o ers so many ways for our children to prosper in this challenging world. Actively seeking
opportunities to experience awe as a family is critical to their well-being, and has the power to
improve society as a whole.
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